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RESEARCH INTEREST
Macroeconomics, Economic Growth and Development.

EDUCATION
PhD in Economics (cum laude) Barcelona, Spain
University of Barcelona 2017-2023

Master of Business Milan, Italy
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart 2016

Master of Science in Economics and Statistics Pisa, Italy
University of Pisa, Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies 2012-2015

Bachelor Degree in Economics and European Politics Cagliari, Italy
University of Cagliari 2008-2011

WORKING EXPERIENCE
European Economic and Social Committee Bruxelles, Belgium
Traineeship (Economic and Monetary Union Division) Febr 2021 - July 2021

- Regional and urban policy
- Analysis of EU Budget and taxation

European Parliament Bruxelles, Belgium
Mep Assistant May 2017 - July 2017

- Policy analysis of agricultural products in the European Union
- Policy analysis of economic relations between Italy and North Africa

United Nation Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) Vienna, Austria
Intern Researcher, Department of Policy Research and Statistics Sept 2016 - March 2017

- Undertook research in quantitative studies to support industrial policies and production of
academic papers.

- Macroeconomic Analysis of Income inequality and demand for manufactured goods, sustainable
consumption and structural change.

- Policy analysis and research on developing countries.

DISSERTATION TITLE:
"Essays on structural transformations: remittances, fertility and

mailto:arianna.gr@hotmail.it, arianna.garofalo@ub.edu
http://www.arianna-garofalo.net


informality"

"Fertility and Migration" A. Garofalo (Job market paper)
Over the past three decades, the drop in fertility rates has been accompanied by high rates of
migration in several developing countries. We argue that migration affects fertility negatively in the
countries of origin. To analyze the effect of migration we build a fertility choice model, based on De
La Croix (2014), with endogenous migration decisions. In this framework, when a member of the
household migrates abroad, income increases due to remittances but at the same time, individuals
left at home face a much higher opportunity cost time. This means that household members have
less time to devote to taking care of the children and the consequence is a decrease in fertility. We
calibrate the model to match the migration rates and to quantify the effect of migration on the
fertility rate in those countries. To this end, we first show that the model can replicate the high
rate of migrations in several developing countries. Then we perform two counterfactual exercises
to address the effect of our mechanism. In the first exercise, we keep the migration constant as
in the benchmark model while we give a higher value to the time cost of migration. The result is
an increase in fertility. In the second exercise, we quantify how the differences in the time cost of
migration affect the differences in fertility. We found that the time cost of migration accounts for
53% of the fall in the fertility of the developing countries in our sample between 1990 and 2017.

"Consumption and the Size of Informal Employment" A. Garofalo, E. Cruz
We document two structural transformations of the Mexican economy from 1995 to 2018: (i)
changes in the size of informal employment, and (ii) changes in the pattern of consumption
through informal markets, namely informal consumption. We argue that these two economic
transformations are linked. To explain these two facts, we argue that consumers differentiate goods
and services by the embodied quality of these products, and we assume that only formal firms
provide quality products in the economy. Under these assumptions, increasing consumers’ demand
for quality goods and services induces the reallocation of employment from informal to formal
firms as the quality increases along the development process. To do that we build a multisector
growth model consistsing of two broad sectors, goods and services, which are composited by a
formal and an informal industry. To illustrate the importance of this mechanism, we discipline
the model using data from the Mexican economy and quantify how important is the changes in
informal consumption to explain the observed structural transformation and changes in the size of
informal employment in Mexico

"Remittances and structural change" A. Garofalo, X.Raurich
The paper analyzes the effect of remittances on structural change. We use a two-sector growthmodel
to quantify the effect of remittances on the service sector, using a sample of 73 developing countries
during the period 1995-2019. We obtain three main findings. First, we show that remittances can
explain 9.7% of the average size of the service sector in our sample of countries. Second, we also
show that the effect of remittances on sectoral composition is significative to explain differences
between poor and middle-income countries, whereas it is a minor to explain differences in sectoral
composition among more developed countries. Finally, we show that remittances contribute to
explain a significant part of the total variation in the share of employment in services in the period
1995-2019 in some developing countries.

COMPUTER SKILLS
Statistical Packages: Matlab, Dynare, Stata, R
Others: LATEX, Office



LANGUAGES
+ Italian (Mothertongue).
+ English (Full Proficiency)
+ Spanish (Full Proficiency)
+ French (Basic)

CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS
+ 2022: XXV Workshop on Dynamic Macroeconomics (Vigo), Universidad Autonoma de Madrid (UAM),

Università degli Studi di Palermo
+ 2020: Venice Summer Institute June The Role of Firms in Migration Research; Rief Network (Research in

International Economics and Finance) (Cagliari).
+ 2019: PhD Workshop in Economics, University of Barcelona.

GRANTS
+ Prize Winner of the competition ‘’In Europa con merito”European Parliament.

REFERENCES

Prof. Xavier Raurich
Department of Economics
University of Barcelona
(34) 93 402 43 33
xavier.raurich@ub.edu

Prof. Marc Teignier
Department of Economics
University of Barcelona
(34) 934 021 989
marc.teignier@ub.edu

Dott. Nicola Cantore
Department of Policy Re-
search, UNIDO
(43) 126 026 3214
n.cantore@unido.org

Vicente Royuela
Department of Econometrics
University of Barcelona
(34) 934035732
vroyuela@ub.edu

I hereby authorize the use of my personal data in accordance to the GDPR 679/16 - "European regulation on
the protection of personal data”.
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